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To-night's postscript to the 9 o'clock news,

by the Rev. D.A. Owen, Chaplain to the Royal

Tank Regiment, follows:

It isn’t so very long ago that people were talking, a trifle uneasily,
about the British fighting .spirit. I don’t know how general or widespread the

talk was. It didn’t make good hearing. Still, I think it was a fact that until

our offensive started in Egypt less than two months ago a good many people were

asking themselves whether anything had happened to make us as a nation less

dogged and forceful fighters than we had been in the past. 'Jell, there is no

question now, however accountable these doubts may have been after the major

reverses we have had to suffer in this war, that we need to entertain them any

more. Neither wo nor anyone else.’

The rout of Rommel’s Africa Korps has proved to ourselves and the whole

world that the fighting spirit of our desert army is magnificent, I don’t

think any one who was out in the Western Desert ever doubted it, I don’t think

any member of the Army doubted its ability, under fair conditions, to deal with

the enemy, Now we have dealt with him. The wreckage of his airfields, the

fuselage of his once-powerful Luftwaffe, and the carcases of thousands of his

lorries make the desert look like the breakdown yard of one of our large car

marts at home.

You've seen some of the photographs of it, and I expect that one way and

another you've got a pretty fair idea of conditions in the Western Desert,

Reporters and commentators lave told you about the desert's changing moods.

You know that its absolute calm and serenity can be lost in a moment to the

fury of sandstorm. You can picture the ever-present fly and the hot wind from

the south. You know on how many days we had to manage on half a gallon of water

for washing and drinking. You know some of the circumstances, then, in which

the small army, known as the Desert Rats, grew to the vast striking force of the

present 8th Army. But there is a story which I don't think anyone's told you,

which I want to try and tell you now. It's the story of a new spirit which has

grown up in the men of the desert, and I think it can give new life and meaning

to everything that is going on in the world today.

Imbedded in the heart of General Montgomery’s army are regiments of men

who have lived through most of the significant changes and chances of the war.

These men are your husbands, your fathers, your sons and sweethearts, but they /to
are also the men of Dunkirk, Narvik, Greece and Crete. These were the men who stuck

things to the bitter end and had to take defeat at the hands of the Germans

when the Germans wielded overwhelming power. These men faced the full weight
of everything the enemy could throw at them with the Luftwaffe when the Luft-

waffe possessed the sky, what a paver of experience has been packed into these

men's lives since they sailed for France with the B.E.F. in September '39!

I know something about that experience myself, for I was posted to one of

cur heavy tank battalions that September and was lucky enough to stay with them

until I was sent away sick from Tobruk at the end of the siege last year.

My battalion's history is typical. We were rushed up to Brussels when the

balloon went up in Europe, and found ourselves mixed up in that interminable

traffic on the roads that led back to the French frontier.

After 250 miles along those roads we went into action at Vimy in an attempt
to close the bulge. Then back again along the roads crowded with men, women

and children, back through the burning towns and villages, through Neuve Eglise,
Kemmel and Poperinghe, to Dunkirk and the small ships! We had a few months in

England during the first blitz and then went out to the Middle East in time to

meet Rommel's Germans in their first appearance. Then cane the see-saw of the

desert fighting - Solium, Buk-Buk, Hell-Fire, Capuzzo, Tobruk, were first

our homes for months on end and then battle scenes and then places where we had

to leave many of our company behind as we passed through them in retreat.
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This weight of experience could not leave us untouched. I do n't think

anyone could live through these experiences v/ithout being forced to reflect,

I, Y/ish I could describe the gist of thorn* -,7e often felt as if we had been

caught up by a machine, v.hich v/as always going to oppose us with more men and

guns at any given place than we ourselves could count upon.

.Of course,
wb wanted more guns, more tanks and more planes., Xf we had

those, we thought, we could show v/ha't we wore worth, But that was only one

thought. among many .that we took with us. into, our now battlefield in the Western

Desert, and it wasn’t where the matter loft us. Life began to settle itself

.down, Me fought Rommel- and kept him out of Egypt in the early days of last

year, the days of 'Straffer" Gott’s Support Group and the now famous Jook

Columns, The retreat had stopped,- and the garrison was holding out at Tobruk,
supplied with great skill and courage-along Bomb Alley by the Royal Navy and

the Merchant Navy, On land we made attempts to relieve Tobruk, and finally
succeeded in December, •

Mpanuhile, something was going on in our minds, everywhere Y/e began••to
meet together in groups to discuss fundamentals, '.Jo had all been shaken out of

oin ’self-complacency, ,‘e were not inclined to think any more that all was

best in the best of all possible worlds, Me had received a very large jolt,
and now the vast desert background against which we were living began to•add
to our sense of our own insignificance, I’m not pretending that we turned

into great thinkers, but Y/e began to show a, healthy disregard for the petty

tilings of life.

There v/as no desire to be selfish in the desert, for there wos little to

be selfish about. No one Y/anted to corner the market in the two'chief

ingredients of life -sand and flics. Things began to sift themselves, and

we soon discovered that character and personality were what mattered, As

v/c discussed things together, a few* ideas began to emerge« I think we all of

us made up our minds that -we .would never go back to. our old mode of living,
wdth its hectic spirit of -self-seeking and insecurity. Me seemed to have

seen the death of that* It was as-‘if w/.©• had seen it burning in the burning
cities of France, and in our own homeland under the bombing, Mhat ww wanted

now liras something which would give human life a simple dignity - pot the

dignity of empty, flowery phrases, but sOnetiling that should lee practical
and part of ourselves. •

As I say this, I remember particularly one' evening in Tobruk, One of

our youngest and most popular officers had been killed by enemy shell-fire*

Service was over and as' I was talcing; my robes off I saw a Polish soldier

looking at one of the graves, .Something about him and the whole setting in

the- gathering dusk sent me-across to speak to him. He told me that the grave

,\?as that of a life-long friend - indeed, his sister’s fiance, though what had

happened to his sister and where she was in Poland he,-didn’t know. In his.

own country ho had been a doctor, now he was a gunner, ■ as -we moved away

together this- was what he said; "Mo must fight these Germans and beat them.

We shall beat them,but even then we shall lose everything if we fail to realise

that we have also ‘been fighting to find ourselves,"

Fighting to find ourselves, - that was ’where wo had got to.

It seems to me now that this Polish gunner might have been talking for all

of us. Me looked back upon the old tried methods of humanism, and found that

they added up -wrongly . We had grown up in a generation which had seen man

becoming increasingly powerful over things of nature,. Wo had attained to

incredible speed, and harnessed enormous force and power to our own use.

Everywhere nature was being made to submit to man’s own purposes. The neod for

a personal God had been gradually forced back into the far corners of our f

•existence, but there was.'no doubt about it, in the maelstrom into which we had

now been thrown man
1 s inventive genius was being used for his own destruction.

Had it cone to this? Mas this, after .all, our brave new world? Or did,wo lack

something" or someone? When we came to this point wo found the .question easy : to

answer, ;Me lacked someone, and that someone was God.
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Now I want you to realise that with us this answer represented no mere phase or

mood. The conviction became a deep part of pur lives. This was knowledge. We had

pained it through our own bitter experience. Now we wanted to use this- knowledge * We

wanted to go; out with it and do something, Had you been there you would have seen the

change coming over the life of the great cities of Egypt. You would, have:! seen a new

quickening of worship in the churches. They became crowded, and in their congregations

you would have seen men with bronzed skins, the unmistakable tan of the desert sun.

They were soldiers having their first short, leave, after as much.,as eight months, perhaps,

of sandy solitude. The worship of these men in these churches meant something. They
were worshipping a God who. was no longer a stranger but part of their everyday, lives,

I’ve already told you that I was invalided home from Tobruk at the end of last year.

When I got home I'felt the environment strange, and I felt lonely, "perhaps this wasn’t

surprising, since I had left behind an intimate companionship of over two years’

standing in the field. But the atmosphere here at home seemed so very different,

people still seemed to be going their own individual ways, I didn’t find the feeling
of people all belonging to one strong family which I had expected. Like everybody

else, I read references in the newspapers to people slacking and to, a certain amount of

absenteeism in industry, put together, all this struck me with something of a sense of

shock*. No doubt I had ..been looking for something w. ich I couldn’t expect to find.

I had left England during the bombing of the winter of 1940. The England I came

back to was under less strain. Gradually I began to see things as they were, X got
a chance of looking into a good many factories, I was able to talk to day and night
shifts in the canteens* I met men and women• working hard and sacrificing much.

Absenteeism became easier to understand/when one saw mothers of '.families working at

benches who had left home at five o’clock in the morning to get to their work, I began
to see the relation between things in this country and things in the Middle East. I

met a great many parents whose sons were, out in Egypt, and- some whose boys were in my

own battalion. • *

I began to sec, how real was the sacrifice which people had made and were making

quietly at'home, how many ’people were separated from their fcurd lies, how many were

prepared to give up their holidays. I began to realise that the problem of morale

was a harder one in- this country than it was in Egypt, There -wore the short times

of crises - the Battle of-Britain, and the winter of the blitz, V/hen the. crisis came

everyone rose magnificently to the occasion. But unlike with us in Egypt, the crisis

here Was. not so sustained. There was not quite the same imprint of outside events upon

everyday life. The results of effort and hard work didn’t show -themselves .so directly.

I thought all this over, and it wasn’t long before I realised-that my Polish friend

could have said the same to you as he had said of the soldiers, ' You are fighting to

find yourselves, just as wc are. The campaign of the civilians, if I may call it that,
has been a longer campaign. It goes back further than ours.-, But the experiences you

have teen through seem to me in their own way to have been much the same as ours, We

were pushed back and beaten from Dunkirk, from Crete, from Norway, from Libya, .But

wasn’t it a retreat that you were beating in the years before the war? And didn’t

it lead you to the same sort-of outcome* Didn’t you, as civilians, have the experience
of being in a machine • which presented you at every turn with events that beat you,

with problems, which were too large for you to solve, and which you did not solve -

unemployment, poverty, international competition and the .problem of peace itself?

It seems inevitable to me that you must reach the same conclusion that we did.

You have got to seem small to yourselves as we seemed to ourselves in Egypt. You

have got to discover that you lack someone - someone bigger than man, - as we dis-

covered in Egypt”, We had the advantage of a continuous crisis, I admit-that. We

were able to see the effect of our work immediately, at our hands’ end. Above all, we

had the advantage of having the desert for background, and the desert, as I have told

you, quickly makes, men seem small and Heaven large, Ig seems to me that your problems
would be half solved already if only you could create for yourselves a background
like ours. How can you create it? Surely by an act of imagination and a stretch of

vision.

It seems clear now that we are going to have to carry to the oppressed and

conquered peoples of Europe the conception of a new kind of life. V/hat is that

conception going to be? Just another‘man-made scheme, another of man’s improvisations?
H it is, do you think it will give the

r
world peace or security or a worth-while aim?

Gan we, if it comes to -that, can we cafry anything that will last by our own strength
alone? The answer from the desert is No# V/o must take God with us#
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